We report on resistive switching of memristive electrochemical metallization devices using 3D kinetic Monte Carlo simulations describing the transport of ions through a solid state electrolyte of an Ag/TiOx/Pt thin layer system. The ion transport model is consistently coupled with solvers for the electric field and thermal diffusion. We show that the model is able to describe not only the formation of conducting filaments but also its dissolution. Furthermore, we calculate realistic current-voltage characteristics and resistive switching kinetics. Finally, we discuss in detail the influence of both the electric field and the local heat on the switching processes of the device.
I. INTRODUCTION
Memristive devices are devices which change their resistance by applying a voltage and maintain this value when removing it. This is actually the basis of resistive switching. Due to their unique key features, including an excellent miniaturization potential (< 10 nm), high operation speed, low energy consumption (< pJ) and high endurance (> 10 12 switching cycles), memristive devices have attracted a lot of attention as potential future non volatile memories and as artificial synapses within neural networks [1, 2] . Electrochemical metallization (ECM) cells are in principle such memristive devices. They consist of a low conductive layer, which is an ionic/electronic mixed conductor, sandwiched between a chemically active and an inert metal electrode [3] . When a positive voltage is applied to the active electrode, metal atoms can oxidize and drift and/or diffuse through the low conductive layer towards the inert electrode. Here, stable nuclei can be formed and a conductive metal filament starts growing, bridging the low conductive layer and setting the device into a low resistive state (LRS). When the polarity of the applied voltage changes, the filament dissolves and the device is reset back into the high resistive state (HRS) again.
Although the basic concept is quite simple, the underlying physical mechanism of resistive switching is highly complex. In order to gain a profound understanding, it is crucial to model the physical processes on the atomic scale. Up to now, a number of different kinds of models have been developed in order to investigate resistive switching in ECM cells. Besides compact models [4] [5] [6] , continuum models [7] and molecular dynamics models [8] , also kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) models have been reported [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] 15] . However, although filament formation is an inherent 3D phenomenon, a 3D model, which is able to track the dynamics on experimental length and time scales, is missing. * sven.dirkmann@rub.de The goal of this work is to provide a kinetic 3D model which allows to investigate the set and the reset of a Ag/TiO x /Pt ECM cell. Since the KMC method offers the possibility to calculate the inner atomic state of a resistive switching device on experimental length and time scales, here all atomic and ionic processes have been calculated using this approach. Furthermore, in contrast to KMC models of ECM-cells proposed up to now, our model is coupled to the heat equation. The temperature distribution, which has been calculated from the heat equation is coupled back to the KMC model in order to allow for its influence on ionic processes. The electric field is calculated solving the continuity equation whereas the current through the device is calculated using a generalized Ohm's law. It is shown, that the calculated IVcharacteristic of the device is in good agreement with experimental findings. Ultimately, the switching kinetics of memristive ECM-cells is discussed. figure 3) . The Ag electrode is constituted of 38400 individual atoms (gray), whereas the Pt electrode is given just by a stopping layer at the bottom of the simulation domain. The atoms of the chemically active Ag electrode can undergo the following implemented physical processes, presented in figure 1: (I) Oxidation, (II) surface diffusion, (III) diffusion within the TiO x , (IV) reduction at Ag surface and (V) kink side and (VI) nucleation. A cubic lattice with the lattice constant of 0.5 nm, has been applied. The corresponding lattice constant is equal to the hopping distance of the ions.
Within the KMC approach, occurring physical processes are described by rate equations. The motion of Ag ions is driven by the potential difference between to neighbouring lattice sites and the corresponding reaction rate is given by the Arrhenius law:
with ν 0 = 10 12 Hz the phonon frequency, E a the energy barrier of the corresponding process, k B the Boltzmann constant, e the elementary charge, z the ionic charge number and T ( r, t) the temperature at the atomic position. The term 0.5 (E j − E i ) is a linear interpolation of the potential at the lattice positions i and j. Important simulation parameters are shown in table I. The reaction rates for oxidation, reduction and nucleation are deduced from the Butler-Volmer equation and are given as [12] [13] [14] 
and
Here, E red , E nuc and E ox are the activation energies for reduction, nucleation and oxidation, respectively (see table I), α = 0.5 is the charge transfer coefficient and ∆φ is the overpotential at the electrode/electrolyte interfaces. The overpotential at the electrode(active/passive)/TiO x interface is given as ∆φ = φ TiOx − φ electrode and the overpotential at the filement/TiO x interface is given as ∆φ = φ TiOx − φ filament . Within the simulations the nucleation process has been modeled as a one particle process in order to save computational time and the slowing effect due to the need of a critical number of atoms has been realized by an enhanced nucleation activation energy [12] . The time t set , required to set a filament completely, typically decreases exponentially with the applied voltage. This is implemented by the rate equations (1)- (4). However, for low applied voltages, t set diverges toward infinity [6] . Therefore, any oxidation step of Ag atoms has been complemented by the applied voltage dependent condition r < log[cosh(n·V appl )] using a uniquely distributed random number r (0 ≤ r ≤ 1) and the fit parameter n. This function and the different activation energies can be used to fit the simulation to different material systems and experimental findings. The KMC procedure evolves then as follows: For a given internal state of the cell a subset of atoms and ions is chosen randomly and they undergo randomly chosen processes depending on the calculated reaction rates for each process. Finally, the new spatial distribution of atoms is realized. The temporal evolution is realized by enhancing the simulation time t → t + ∆t. In KMC simulations the time step ∆t is not prescribed but calculated from the maximum chosen hopping rate of the iteration, k max , by ∆t = − log(r)/k max . A detailed description of the KMC procedure can be found in [15, 22] .
The electric potential Φ( r) within the simulation domain has been calculated solving the continuity equation ∇ · j = 0, neglecting the displacement current. The current density j has been calculated by a generalized form of Ohm's law j = σ( r) E( r) depending on the local conductivity σ( r) of the respective material and on the local electric field E( r). It is important to note that, due to the assumed comparatively high conductivity of the TiO x , the ohmic current is many times larger than the tunneling current, even for extremely small gaps. Therefore, within this model, the tunneling current has been neglected and a purely classical model has been applied. Since the dynamics of the system can be assumed to be quasi static, the electric potential can be expressed as E = −∇Φ. Thus, the equation for the electric potential is given by ∇ · (σ( r)∇Φ( r)) = 0.
In order to solve this differential equation, Dirichlet boundary conditions have been applied at the top and bottom of the simulation domain. At all other boundaries periodic boundary conditions have been applied. This elliptic boundary value problem has been solved numerically on the structured Cartesian grid using the succes-sive over relaxation method. The current I through the device has been calculated by solving the surface integral
which can be calculated at an arbitrary vertical position since ∇ · j = 0 is valid. All rate coefficients of the KMC procedure depend exponentially on the local temperature. Therefore, the temperature is a crucial parameter for resistive switching. When the ECM cell is in the LRS, a metallic filament with a diameter in the order of nm connects the top and bottom electrode. In that case, a huge current is flowing through this metallic bridge possibly leading to a significant temperature increase due to Joule heating. Thus, the assumption of a constant temperature within filamentary memristive devices might be inadequate. In this model the local temperature is not set constant, but calculated by solving the heat transfer equation
Hence, the local temperature T ( r, t) is calculated from the current density j( r, t) and the local conductivity σ( r). c p ( r), ρ( r) and λ( r) are the material-dependent heat capacity, mass density and thermal conductivity. Initially, the device temperature is set to 300 K. Furthermore, the top and bottom of the device are set to a fix temperature of 300 K during the whole simulation. At all other boundaries periodic boundary conditions have been applied. This partial differential equation has been discretized in time and on the grid, used for the KMC procedure and has been solved numerically using the singlestep-method. Next, this local temperature has been inserted into eq. (1)-(4) and is therewith used to calculate the atomic evolution of the system.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The presented model has been used to calculate the IV-characteristic of the ECM cell as well as the switching kinetic and the inner atomic state. An ideal voltage source has been applied to the top electrode and the bottom electrode is set to a constant potential of 0 V. The source voltage, the applied voltage to the device and the calculated IV-characteristic are shown in figure 2 . The calculated IV-characteristic is comparable to typical IV-characteristics of ECM-cells (cf. [23] ). Five important time steps are marked by the numbers (1)-(5) and six different time steps of the reset process are marked by the labels a)-f). The ideal voltage source provides a voltage ramp of 0.5 V/s. In order to prevent a disruptive breakdown of the device, the maximum current is set to the compliance current of 50 µA. When the current overcomes the compliance current, the electronic excitation is switched to an ideal current source. Under this condition, the applied voltage to the device is calculated from the compliance current as well as from the actual resistance and differs from the source voltage. When the source voltage reaches the value of 0.5 V (which has been chosen to ensure resistive switching), the voltage ramp is switched to -0.5 V/s. Once the current becomes smaller than the compliance current, the current source is re-substituted by the voltage source. When the source voltage reaches the value of -0.25 V the voltage ramp is switched again to the value of 0.5 V/s until 0 V is reached. The calculated temperature distribution and the associated inner atomic state for the selected time steps, presented in figure 2 , are shown on the right hand side and left hand side of figure 3, represented by the numbers (1) -(5).
Initially, when the applied voltage is zero, the current is zero too and all Ag atoms are located within the electrode (1). The temperature within the device is at room temperature. When a positive voltage is applied to the Ag electrode, the electrode starts to oxidize due to the internal electric field. Ag ions move within the electric field towards the opposite electrode and the filament starts to grow. Once the Ag filament establishes a galvanic connection to the Ag electrode, a significant current starts to flow through the device (2). It is important to note, that also the remaining of an ultra thin gap between electrode and filament is possible. This can also be depicted by this model. The remaining of a gap leads to higher cell resistances than a galvanic contact and therewith to smaller temperatures due to Joule heating within the device for the same applied voltages [24] . Figure 4 shows the current density right after filament formation (time step (2)), which acts as an input for the temperature calculation. The current is mainly flowing through the con-
FIG. 4. Calculated current density (A/m
2 ) at time step (2) right after filament formation.
ductive filament locally heating up the device. Thus, the temperature increases within the set process due to Joule heating up to a value of 320.9 K. Since the current is set to the compliance current (red dotted line in figure 2b) ), the applied voltage drops (blue line in figure 2a) ). Therefore, during the current compliance the filament growth is extremely slowed. By reversing the voltage polarity, the current increases (3). Furthermore, the temperature increases to values around 305 K. As soon as the galvanic connection between the filament and the Ag electrode breaks up (4), the temperature decreases to room temperature. Due to the opposite direction of the internal electric field the filament forms back (5). Since no predefined nucleation seed is set in this approach, the nucleation at the Pt electrode occurs at random positions. At these very positions, Ag atoms reduce preferentially and form stable cluster. Figure 5 shows the amount of the electric field at t = 0.66 s. At the cluster positions the electric field is enhanced due to sharp edges and the reduced distance between the top and bottom electrode. Since Ag ions are attracted by high electric fields, filament growth is further supported at larger cluster positions. In the final analysis, filament formation occurs true to the motto: "The winner takes it all". The largest cluster grows most rapidly, finally forming a high conductive filament touching the Ag electrode. Consequently, since filament formation depends strongly on the electric field, the set time of ECM-cells varies with the applied voltage. In order to investigate the switching kinetic of the simulated ECM-cell, set simulations have been done for different applied voltages. In figure 6 the switching kinetic of the simulated ECMcell is shown. This switching kinetic is comparable to typical switching kinetics of ECM-cells (cf. [25] ). Of particular interest is the reset process. At the moment of maximum negative current, the calculated temperature increase is 4.6 K. Although, for higher power densities higher temperatures within the device are possible [26] , this simulation result shows, that for typical integrated low power devices Joule heating plays a minor role. The underlying reason for the reset process is the electric field, dismantling the conductive filament.
In contrast to the set process, which is a relatively abrupt process, the reset process is often gradual. Fur- thermore, mostly the reset process is stochastic and differs from cycle to cycle [27] . In figure 7 the atomic configuration of the conductive filament for the six selected time steps presented in figure 2b ), marked by a)-f), are shown, explaining the reset process. Figure a) shows the Ag filament before start of the reset process. Caused by the increasing voltage, Ag atoms oxidize at random positions depending on the potential drop between filament and electrolyte and remove from the filament. Figure  8 shows the potential distribution at a clipping through the conductive filament for t = 2.2 s right before filament rupture, influencing the reset process. Due to that, an overall thinning of the filament leads to several weak connections (b)) indicated by red circles. As a result, the device resistance increases gradually, leading to the gradual and stochastic reset behavior. Preferentially, at these weak connection points the rupture of the filament occurs (c)). However, after a rupture of the filament a reconnection might occur (d)) leading to a decrease of the device resistance and therewith to an increase of the current once again. The final rupture of the filament is shown in e). During the back forming of the conductive filament, isolated islands emerge and an additional growth mode, that starts from the active top electrode, can be observed (f)). This growth mode has been recently discussed [15] and has also been experimentally observed [28, 29] .
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a 3D simulation model for the resistive switching of ECM cells. Within the model, atomic processes have been calculated using the KMC method, whereas the electric field is calculated solving the continuity equation. The current is calculated using a generalized form of Ohm's law and the local temperature is calculated solving the heat transfer equation. Due to the 3D nature of the model, a detailed insight into atomic processes during filament growth and rupture is possible and the abrupt set as well as the gradual reset process could be explained in detail. The influence of the electric field on the bipolar resistive switching of ECM cells has been found to be much more important than the effect of an increased local temperature. We believe that with our contribution a deeper understanding of important physical and chemical processes on both, atomic length and experimental time scale during th the resistive switching of ECM cells is provided.
